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One key,  
many uses
CY100: Unlock your home  
the convenient way

Protection against cylinder attack 
Secure, anti-pick design with 15 kN pulling resistance; 
5 minutes' drilling resistance; and bumping resistance 
(for keyed alike & keyed to differ). Optional anti-snap 
protection ensures the cylinder breaks securely if 
attacked. It keeps the core protected, so you can unlock 
by key without waiting for a locksmith.

Precision engineered for durability
Durable design with 96-hour corrosion resistance  
and tested for 100,000 lock/unlock cycles.

Certified security 
EN 1303:2015 Euro profile cylinders tested to  
1 6 - B - C 5 D; including SKG** certification (only 
for non  anti-snap) plus rigorous in-house testing 
at ASSA ABLOY labs.

Made in 
Europe



Main entrance  
and exterior doors 
Double Euro cylinder  
and rim cylinder 
Your main door needs high 
security standards plus 
resistance against weather 
and temperature. All CY100 
cylinders are long-lasting, 
providing extra protection 
against physical attacks.

CY100 –  
a reversible key  
for all your locking points

You no longer waste time 
looking for the right key. 
With the CY100, you can 
open every domestic door 
— and more — with the 
same key.

And because the CY100 key 
is robust, secure (patent-
protected until 2036) and 
reversible, it turns in the 
lock first time, every time.

Letterboxes and cabinets 
Cam lock
Protect documents and other 
sensitive possessions. With 
cam locks you can secure 
letterboxes and cabinets.

Bathrooms and master bedrooms 
Thumbturn double Euro cylinder 
When you need privacy and an easy exit. 
Thumbturn cylinders lock doors from the 
inside and let you out fast.

Gates and cellars 
Padlock 
Lock almost anything, 
from garages to storage 
boxes and even bicycles 
— and unlock all with the 
same key. 

Tired of heavy key bunches? 
One key can unlock your whole home

CY100:
Locking devices for more than just doors


